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Abstract

The High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) which is under construction by

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) is a graphite-moderated and helium gas-

cooled reactor with an outlet temperature of 950°C and a thermal output of 30MW. The first

criticality is expected at the end of October 1997. The start-up physics tests (SPTs) are

planned in the period from mid 1997 to the end of 1998. Characteristic items of the SPTs are

1) Criticality approach, 2) Tests on a preliminary annual core, 3) Measurement of scram

reactivity, 4) Excess reactivity test, 5) Measurements along with a 2-step-scram reactor

shutdown procedure.

1. Introduction

The High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) is developed to establish and

upgrade the technological basis for advanced high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs)

and to conduct various irradiation tests for innovative high temperature basic research. The

HTTR is a test reactor with a thermal output of 30MW and a coolant outlet temperature of

850°C at rated power operation and 950°C at high temperature test operation. It has the

capability to demonstrate nuclear process heat utilization. The fuel loading will begin in the

middle of 1997. The first criticality is expected at the end of October 1997. The start-up physics

tests (SPTs) are planned in the period from mid 1997 to the end of 1998, and full power

operation will be achieved in the beginning of 1999.

The SPTs have been selected from two viewpoints. One is to carry out the function tests

necessary for commissioning. These tests consist of the measurement of significant values

concerning safe reactor operation and shutdown so as the control rod reactivity, shutdown

margin, and excess reactivity. The other is to get an insight into HTTR's characteristics. To

determine scram reactivity, a new approach using a delayed integral counting method will be

tested and compared to other evaluation methods. Table 1 lists all planned SPTs. This paper

describes characteristics of the SPTs mainly related to nuclear properties.
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2. Overview of the HTTR design

Table 2 shows the major specifications of the HTTR. The active core, 2.9 m in height and

2.3 m in equivalent diameter, consists of 30 fuel columns and 7 control rod (CR) guide columns.

9 more CR columns are distributed among the adjacent reflector graphite columns. Vertical

and horizontal cross sections of the HTTR are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. Each fuel

column consists of 9 graphite blocks of which the inner 5 contain the fuel. Fig.3 shows the

structure of the pin-in-block type fuel used in the HTTR. The fuel rod consists of a graphite

sleeve with 14 fuel compacts. The fuel rods are inserted into the coolant channels of the fuel

blocks. The fuel compacts contain the Coated Fuel Particles (CFPs). The coolant flow is

downward. Burnable Poison rods (BP) made of boron carbide are inserted into the vertical

holes below the dowel pins of the fuel blocks.

3. Physics Tests

Physics tests are basically divided into tests before reaching first criticality and those that

need the critical condition. The latter can be divided in the tests carried out at zero power level,

i.e., at room temperature and at a condition where the core is kept isothermal at elevated
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temperatures by operation of the primary He circulators (PGCs), and the tests during reactor

operation at different power and temperature levels.

The tests at zero power level will not only be done with the fully loaded core. There is

increased interest now in annular shaped cores in regard of future HTGRs since this core form

allows higher reactor powers than cylindrical cores maintaining the typical passive safety

characteristics of the modular HTGR concept Therefore, the first fuel columns of the HTTR

will be arranged in an annular way aligning column by column so as to close the circle. The

first criticality is supposed to be reached before the circle is closed, so that, after its closure,

the HTTR, at that intermediate stage, will be the first power HTGR with an annular core

offering the unique opportunity to carry out critical measurements and to generate

experimental data needed for the validation of still-to-improve computer models for annular

core description.

3.1 First fuel loading and approaching criticality

Preparations, initial conditions: At first, the whole core consists of graphite dummy blocks.

Temporary neutron flux instrumentation and a temporary neutron source are provided. For

details, see Fig.4. The primary system contains He at normal atmospheric pressure and is not

in operation; the core is at room temperature.

Procedure: Column by column, the dummy blocks are replaced by fuel assemblies in

clockwise sense starting with fuel column No.l (Fig.4). The approach to criticality is

monitored by inverse multiplication measurements. The core is supposed to become critical

with 12 columns loaded and the control rods (CRs) fully or nearly fully withdrawn. The first

criticality is regarded as achieved when, by maintaining the just critical condition, the

temporary neutron source has been removed.

After having established the number of fuel columns needed for first criticality in the

described annular arrangement, more columns are filled with fuel, and after each 3 columns

loaded, the respective reactivity increase is determined by IK and scram reactivity

measurements. These measurements are not only carried out until the annular core is

established (18 columns) but are, after the completion of the annular core physics tests

described below, continued until all fuel is loaded (30 columns, Fig.4). (These reactivity

addition measurements already belong, of course, to the critical measurements.)
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3.2 Tests at zero power level with the fully loaded core

Although zero power tests with the annular core have, naturally, to be carried out before

the core is fully loaded, this chapter regards the tests with the fully loaded core first because

this concerns the initial HTTR core, and the measurements are more important for the

HTTR, particularly in regulatory terms. Furthermore, the annular core tests are comprised

in the tests described in this chapter and can, therefore, be regarded in less detail in the chapter

below.

Preparations, initial conditions: For most of the tests described here the conditions are the

same as described in 3.1. Only the measurement of the cold temperature coefficient of

reactivity requires different conditions. This test needs the operation of the primary

circulators (PGCs) as heat source to establish an isothermal core at various temperatures up

to about 200°C. This conventional core heat-up can only be done with a pressurized primary

system. Therefore, helium will be added and the pressure risen to about 1.7 MPa at room

temperature. This value is also required for the below described rise-to-power tests. Before

the primary system is pressurized, the temporary detectors will have to be removed and the

system be appropriately sealed off.

Procedures: The tests at zero power are the central point of the HTTR start-up test

programme and comprise various very different measurement methods. The following

description of the procedures is therefore divided up into several subsections.

- Rod worth measurements with calculated corrections

Most of the zero power tests are CR reactivity worth measurements (see Table 1) carried

out by the IK method. At first, integral worth curves for each CR (Fig.4) are constructed using

an up-and-down method with another CR for reactivity compensation. All individual integral

CR worth curves are added, giving a first integral CR bank worth curve. Systematical

deviations in the individual CR worths caused by reactivity compensation and the deviation

in the bank worth by just summing-up the individual results will be corrected for by calculated

factors. The corrected integral rod worth curves and the known critical CR bank position are

then used to evaluate the full reactivity control effect of the CRs, i.e., their full shutdown

margin, the cold shutdown margin (one CR stuck) and the overall excess reactivity. (The

excess reactivity is identical to the amount of reactivity bound by the CR bank in the cold core

when inserted to the cold critical position.) The excess reactivity is also determined from the

measurements during fuel loading, described in 3.1, using appropriate calculated correction

factors. The obtained values are compared to the license requirements (Table 1).
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Table 1 List of HTTR start-up physics tests
He atmosphere

Item Purpose Method Note
1. Criticality tests Minimum core at room temperature

1 -1 First criticality test
1-2 Initial Core Construction

test

For license
For license

Inverse multiplication method
Measurement of added fuel re-
activity by IK method and
scram reactivity measurement

Performed from the first
criticality to the complete
fuel loading

2. Annular core tests 18 columns core at room temperature
2-1 CR reactivity worth test

2-2 Measurement of scram reac-
tivity

2-3 Excess reactivity test

2-4 Neutron flux distribution
measurement

2-5 Measurement test for kinet-
ics parameter

For research of an-
nular core physics

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Obtain CR worth curves by IK
method

Rod drop method with delayed
integral counting (new)
and/or

IK method
Fuel addition method
and/or

Absorption substitution meth-
od (from CR worth)
Measurement of axial neutron
flux distribution inside reflec-
tor by temporary detectors
Reactor noise analysis

Evaluation of correction
factor for interaction be-
tween CRs
New method test

Evaluation of correction
factor for interaction be-
tween CRs and sum-up
effect

3. Zero-power tests 30 columns core at room temperature
3-1 CR reactivity worth test

3-2 Reactivity control effect test
ofCRs

3-3 Measurement of maximum
reactivity insertion rate

3-4 Excess reactivity test

3-5 Reactivity shutdown margin
test

3-6 Measurement of scram reac-
tivity

3-7 Neutron flux distribution
measurement

3-8 Nuclear power correlation
test

3-9 Measurement test for kinet-
ics parameter

3-10 Measurement of tempera-
ture coefficient of reactivity

For license

For license
>O.18Ak/k

For license
<2.4E-4 Ak/kJs
For license
<0.165AkVk

For license
>0.01 Ak/k
For research

For research

Adjustment of the
wide range detec-
tors

Evaluation of (W/

For license
<0

Measurement of CR worth
curves by IK method
Summation of all CR worth ob-
tained in 3-1

Evaluation from CR worth
curves and CR drawing speed
Fuel addition method

Subtraction of value of 3-4
from value of 3-2
As 2-2

As 2-4

Reactor noise analysis
and/or

use of calibrated fission cham-
ber
Reactor noise analysis

Reactivity measurement at
various core temperatures

Without one pair of CRs.
Evaluation of correction
factor for interaction be-
tween CRs

Evaluation of correction
factor for interaction be-
tween CRs
Without one pair of CRs

Core heated by primary
circulator energy

4. Rise-to-power tests 30 columns core at various power and temperature levels
4-1 Power coefficient measure-

ment
4-2 Reactivity Measurement for

2-step scram
a) Measurement at first, re-

flector CR scram
b) Subcriticality assessment

in the period from first-
step to second-step scram

c) Measurement at second,
core CR scram

For license
<0
For license

(Research)

Measurement of CR position at
various reactor power levels
As 2-2 Scram shutdown proce-

dure :
Scram of core CRs de-
layed until coolant out-
let temperature < 750°C

CR : control rod pair
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The maximum differential CR worth found for an individual CR is combined to the known

CR driving speed, giving the maximum reactivity insertion rate (for license).

Also, the scram reactivity will be measured. For accuracy studies, both a rod drop evaluation

method with delayed integral counting (details in Reference 1) and the IK method will be applied

for the evaluation. The delayed integral counting method has been developed to correct

systematical errors for long rod insertion times (like for HTTR).

- Low-deviation rod worth measurements

Rod worth measurements are bound to systematical deviations because of the necessary

displacement of compensation rods. This is a major disadvantage in, e.g., the determination

of the subcriticalily. In the above described methods, the problem is overcome by calculated

corrections. To avoid these corrections and for comparison, major parameters like the cold

shutdown margin, i.e., the subcriticality with all CRs inserted and the excess reactivity are

also evaluated by different rod worth measurement techniques in which the deviation behavior

is studied experimentally and low-deviation rod combinations are assessed. This method has

been employed before. It uses simple flux shift considerations that, although only qualitative

in principle but when backed by some investigating measurements, allow approximately to

judge the deviation incorporated in a certain rod combination. For more details, see Reference

2.

- Axial flux distribution

For these measurements, the temporary fission chambers (FCs, with 235U) inserted into

the 3 outer irradiation columns (Fig.4) are moved along the columns and their signals are read

at various positions. The CRs are withdrawn bank-wise.

- Reactor noise analysis

HTTR will be the first power HTGR at which reactor noise measurements will be carried

out. These tests, common in LWRs, are difficult to evaluate in case of an HTGR because of

the longer neutron lifetime /. However, by an oscillating movement of the control rods at low

frequency etc., it is hoped that sufficiently clear noise signal can be generated and the reactor

transfer function be obtained in high enough resolution.

As detectors, two of the temporary compensated ionization chambers (CICs, Fig.4) will be

used and it will be tried to evaluate (5eff / / as well as the reactor power to obtain a first power

calibration of the wide range neutron detectors (WRMS).
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- Temperature coefficient of reactivity (cold)

These measurements are carried out as the last ones within the zero power tests because

they need the pressurized condition. By appropriate operation of the PGCs the core will be

made isothermal at about 70°C, 110°C, 150°C and 200°C. The reactivity difference between

the various temperatures, including room temperature, is assessed by rod worth

measurements. Here also, as described above, both a method with calculated correction and

a low-deviation method will be applied. To determine the respective temperature difference,

all reflector temperatures and the coolant inlet and outlet temperatures, measured with

thermo- couples, are averaged.

3.3 Annular core tests

Most of the tests at zero power with the fully loaded core, described in the previous chapter,

will, at an earlier stage, also be carried out with the annular core (see Table 1) under the same

conditions. Since the primary system is still depressurized operation of the PGCs is practically

useless so that no temperature coefficient can be measured.

3.4 Rise-to-power tests

These tests are mainly license-related. It will have to be assessed that there is a safe

negative reactivity feedback for all reactor power and temperature levels between cold

shutdown and high temperature operation (950°C), and that a scram at high temperature

operation in the prescribed two-step CR insertion manner will result in a safe shutdown at all

times.

Preparation, initial conditions: The primary system is pressurized, as already for the

temperature coefficient measurements (3.2), and the coolant flow is set to the fixed value of

10.2 kg/s (prescribed value for high temperature operation). It will be kept constant at that

level until the scram is triggered.

Procedures: At the fixed coolant flow the CR bank will slowly be withdrawn and the reactor

power and temperature increased to 30 MW, 950 °C, respectively with several stationary

intervals. The reactivity difference between the various power and temperature levels will be

read from the calculationally corrected integral CR bank worth curve obtained in the zero

power tests (3.2) and related to the respective differences in core power and coolant outlet

temperature, thus obtaining values for the power and coolant outlet temperature coefficients

of reactivity.
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Table 2 Major specifications of the HTTR

Thermal power
Core structure
Core equivalent diameter
Core height
Average power density
Fuel
Fuel type

Fuel loading
Maximum fuel temperature
Excess reactivity
Uranium enrichment

(Average)
Fuel bumup (average)
Bumup days in a cycle
Reactivity coefficients

Fuel temperature coefficient
Moderator temperature coefficient
Power coefficient

Prompt neutron lifetime
Effective delayed neutron fraction
Inlet coolant temperature
Outlet coolant temperature
Power peaking factor

radial
axial

Coolant
Primary coolant pressure
Coolant flow in core
Effective core coolant flow rate

30MW
Graphite
2.3m
2.9m
2.5W/cmJ

UO,
Pin-in-block
Coated Fuel Particle (CFP)
off-load. 1 batch
1492'C
i5%Ak
3 - 10wt%
about 6wt%
22GWd/t
660days

-(1.5to4.6)x10" IAk/WC
(-17.1 to 0.99)xKr5Ak/kTC
-(2.4 to 4.0)x10"*Ak/k/MW
0.67 - 0.70ms
0.0047-0.006S
395*C
850#C/950*C

1.1
1.7
Helium gas
4MPa
Downward
88%
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At high temperature operation (30 MW, 950 °C) a scram will be triggered. At first, only the

reflector CRs are dropped. The control system prevents the drop of the core CRs until either

the coolant outlet temperature has fallen below 750°C or a time of 40 min has elapsed (CR

protection). After the first scram, the normal core cooling procedure is followed, i.e., the PCS

(primary cooling system) is shut down and the ACS (auxiliary cooling system) started up. The

main outcome of this test is, as already mentioned above, the confirmation that the reactor is

always subcritical. The scram reactivity of the reflector CRs will be evaluated. Also, it will be

tried to evaluate the reactivity course between the two scrams as well as the reactivity of the

second scram. For the evaluation of the first scram, again the two methods, as described

above, will be employed. The other reactivity changes will be evaluated by the IK method

(Fig.5).

4. Conclusions

Although to a great deal related to license requirements the HTTR start-up physics test

programme is rather comprehensive and includes also some novel evaluation approaches. It

will contribute to deepen insights into HTGR behavior and deliver important data for annular

core description. In planning tests at power operation, however, some operational restrictions,

like the requirement of equal rod withdrawal for reactor power levels >9MW and the fixation

of the coolant flow to the full-power operation requirements (850°C or 950°C), had to be

observed. It is hoped that, after a first successful operation period of the HTTR, these regulatory

restrictions can be reviewed and by that some more interesting testing made available.
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